Balasbec May 20, 1868.

Dear Bro. Ott,

Yours was never curt. I received the Toole mentioned in the paper was dug up several years ago. It is about three inches square. I saw Mr. Lyman Terry this morning. He says his Bro. found the Toole in the entomb of W. Mr. Prose. He says that his Bro. is going to dig for the body. He promises to obtain copies of the Toole of anything that he finds. He says his Bro. had been offered $800 for the Toole. The Bro. in the Country is a very irresponsible fellow, and if you think it worth it while you sale the Toole you might arrange about digging. The Bro. in town
is a friend of mine & a responsible man. The new control Tea Bro will obtain for me any thing that is found.

It is all quite well but Libbie she has a cold.

Are you not coming out in June or before? Come if you can. Allsend love and wishes.

Yours etc.

Edward M. Mulheir.

Prof. A. Harlow.
Baltimore Aug. 22, 1868.

Dear Bro.,

I saw Mr. Beam of Byren a day or two since, and he informed me that the ground was in better condition now for digging than it had been for years past. He also informed me that he was going to dig there soon for agricultural purposes. I don't remember that, and he thought that if you wished to make any search there you had better come before the fall rains.

Mattie & Eddie are about as usual. Libbie has been in Doctors' for the past week. She is not very well. I think does not get sufficient rest nights.
Since your visit she seems considerably changed. But I will tell you about that thing when you come. When shall I look for you?

Truly yours,

Edward O. Walker

Prof. O.C. Mears
Baton Rouge May 21, 1892

Dear Otto,

Yours telegraphy just reappeared.

Martha and I returned from Cala
dad, where we have been spending the
rest of, a few days ago.

I had several warm friends in the
last home, including Batie of
Illinois, Faragut of Buffalo, etc.

There have been changes at the last
Congress as well as some influential
clubs like Evans of Ohio. I have
formed such a telegram to D.B. Hill
where you direct, but he has
written me very kindly of Cala—
I think that Raymond intends to try some of his preliminary examinations for the last of June. He is not yet fifteen years of age and may not pass. While at least I met Prof. Jordan of Lehigh and Stanford Jr. University. He was quite anxious that Raymond should come there. I would like your opinion some time on the subject. I hope you will be successful in Washington. Always Command my Service in any way you deem advisable. With love from Hawaii, myself

Sincerely yours
Edward Le Mueler

Prof. O.C. Ulrich
New Haven, Ct.